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16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Dominic Raab and Rishi Sunik Clap for our Carers. The Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab and Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak Clap for Carers outside the Foreign Office during the coronavirus. Picture by Andrew Parsons / No 10 Downing Street / eyevine
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16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Dominic Raab and Rishi Sunik Clap for our Carers. The Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab and Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak Clap for Carers outside the Foreign Office during the coronavirus. Picture by Andrew Parsons / No 10 Downing Street / eyevine
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16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Dominic Raab and Rishi Sunik Clap for our Carers. The Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab and Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak Clap for Carers outside the Foreign Office during the coronavirus. Picture by Andrew Parsons / No 10 Downing Street / eyevine
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16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Dominic Raab and Rishi Sunik Clap for our Carers. The Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab and Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak Clap for Carers outside the Foreign Office during the coronavirus. Picture by Andrew Parsons / No 10 Downing Street / eyevine
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16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Dominic Raab and Rishi Sunik Clap for our Carers. The Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab and Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak Clap for Carers outside the Foreign Office during the coronavirus. Picture by Andrew Parsons / No 10 Downing Street / eyevine
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.   The London Air Ambulance takes a bow as emergency services line Westminster Bridge for the Thursday Clap for Carers.  Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image ?Licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Clap for our Carers.     Picture by Martyn Wheatley / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown continues.  Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. London, United Kingdom. Metropolitan Police Commissioner Cressida Dick joins London's emergency workers, including firefighters and the police, on Westminster Bridge in London, for the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Howard Jones / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Image licensed to i-Images Picture Agency. 16/04/2020. Tonbridge , United Kingdom. Residents in Tonbridge, Kent, United Kingdom, take part in the fourth Clap for our Carers as the Coronavirus lockdown is extended by another three weeks.   Picture by Stephen Lock / i-Images
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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Neighbours in a street in East London take part in 'Clap For Our Carers'  and show their support for NHS staff and workers during the coronavirus crisis.  ? Jeff Moore / eyevine
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 8 PM on March 31, 2020 in Strasbourg, eastern France. France on Tuesday recorded its highest daily death toll so far as mass evacuation of patients from overwhelmed hospitals is stepped up. In the last 24 hours 499 coronavirus patients have died in hospital in France - the death toll does not include those who died at home or in retirement homes, so the real total is likely to be even higher. The numbers represent a big jump from the 418 people who died on Monday and the 365 who died on Friday. Photo by Nicolas Roses/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Brussels , 31/03/2020 Applause for the medical staff who are on the front line in the fight against the Corona virus . Medical personnel, already extremely under stress in normal times, are living through difficult days. To thank them and support them, an appeal was launched throughout Belgium to applaud them. Pix : People in windows and on balconies applaud to thank the medical personnel Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Every evening at 8 p.m., Parisians go to their windows to applaud and show their support for all health workers. Paris, France on March 30, 2020. Photo by Georges Darmon/Avenir Pictures/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Pepople applaud healthcare workers on the 9th day of Covid-19 lockdown in Paris, France on March 25, 2020. France on Tuesday reported a daily coronavirus death toll rise of 240, taking the total number of fatalities from the outbreak to 1,100, according to health officials. The increase makes France the fifth country to cross the 1,000 death toll mark since the epidemic began in China late last year. Photo by Alain Apaydin/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 7 p.m. in Vancouver's West End, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Organizers have used social media to coordinate the nightly event to show support for front-line healthcare workers who are helping fight the coronavirus. Photo by Darryl Dyck/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 7 p.m. in Vancouver's West End, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Organizers have used social media to coordinate the nightly event to show support for front-line healthcare workers who are helping fight the coronavirus. Photo by Darryl Dyck/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A person dressed as a Star Wars storm trooper is seen on a balcony in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Reverend Gary Paterson, right, and his partner Tim Stevenson clap and beat on a pot with a wooden spoon as part of a tribute to health care workers in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People are seen clapping on their balconies in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A woman is seen clapping through her window in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Reverend Gary Paterson, right, and his partner Tim Stevenson clap and beat on a pot with a wooden spoon as part of a tribute to health care workers in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Reverend Gary Paterson, right, and his partner Tim Stevenson clap and beat on a pot with a wooden spoon as part of a tribute to health care workers in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Reverend Gary Paterson, right, and his partner Tim Stevenson clap and beat on a pot with a wooden spoon as part of a tribute to health care workers in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People are seen clapping on their balconies in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A person dressed as a Star Wars storm trooper is seen on a balcony in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People are seen clapping on their balconies in Vancouver, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Thousands of people in Vancouver's west end have been going out on their balconies to applaud the front line heath care workers each night at 7pm. Photo by Jonathan Hayward/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People on apartment balconies applaud and make noise in support of healthcare workers at 7 p.m. in Vancouver's West End, BC, Canada on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. Organizers have used social media to coordinate the nightly event to show support for front-line healthcare workers who are helping fight the coronavirus. Photo by Darryl Dyck/CP/ABACAPRESS.COM
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